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Background
Waterfall Bay is a place that possess tradition, community, and trails of history.
However, these values are suffering from depletion due to site closure and
population aging.

With the vision to bring life into Waterfall Bay, this project presents a solution
that conserves the past it held; unifies scattered neighborhoods; and fuels its’
inhabitants to adapt to upcoming changes. Design is zoned as a memorial;
community; and scenic-oriented, each zone being complementary and
providing diverse zone-specific programmes.

Research Objectives
Conserve  ----- To conserve existing heritage, history and ecological value.
Enhance   ----- To enhance site accessibility, park friendliness toward

different user group, and unify special elements.  
Adapt        ----- To adapt with transition of local community, generations to

come, and upcoming Wah Fu rebuild. 

Methodology
The design is named “Hidden
Cradle” implying the site’s nature of
being a hidden nursery and origin
to an array of life, culture and
activity, while witnessing and
fueling HK stories as time goes by.

In memorial zone, WW2 remnant
and origin story surrounding
waterfall are conserved and
amplified by memorial art
installation, workshop, tour guide,
and reading corner.

In community zone, programmes
of different age groups are
organically fused to enhance family
experience and encourage cross-
age interaction among local
community, performance area and
extreme sports venue also allow
minority groups to express and
strive.

In scenic zone, the long harbor
front provide platform for seaside
promenade and lookout toward
scenic attraction oversea or
beyond horizon, with a vocal point
locating at the very end to
connects with an adjacent park,
lengthening existing green belt.

Findings
Three major zones are identified: memorial, community
and scenic. Each of the zone provided diverse and
site-specific programmes for the users. Together, they
form the whole picture of Waterfall Bay. Hopefully, the
project could unveil this hidden cradle to the unknowing
locals and visitors.

Conclusion
By installing protective and educational measure on
heritage, enhancing park inclusiveness, and adding
sight-seeing avenue; this design allows Waterfall Bay
to retain the history, serves the community, and adapt
to upcoming changes.
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